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If you've gotten a new iPod video to pass on your daily commute, you've probably noticed that filling it with content from the iTunes Music Store can become expensive. Free options are available. Every week, the iTunes store hands out a song, but it can get tedious. Fortunately for us, someone has created a blog with
links to every free song available for download each week, along with a feed to notify you of updates. For video, you can convert DVDs or existing movie files using videora or Squint, but you can also find new indie, student and music video at the recently announced iPod Film Festival. — Matt HaugheyFree iTunes
Songs blog iPod Film Festival Image: Paramount Pictures Movies and songs often go hand in hand. The soundtrack of the film is the musical equivalent of its themes. When you remember your favorite movie, chances are you'll remember the melody (melodies) you've heard in it. Some songs are so inextricably linked to
the film that it instantly conjures up a story, scene, or picture. Producers have put a lot of thought into the soundtrack for a reason. The song is what persists long after the credits roll and will leave you humming as you remember the video. If you've seen a movie, you'll probably remember that melody, and if you've heard
that melody, you'll probably remember the movie. Sometimes you may even feel that you have seen a video of a theme song. Take Bond movies, for example. Their theme songs easily evoke the feeling and tone of this particular film. The melody emphasizes the concepts of the film and what it is supposed to convey.
Let's call it a symbiotic relationship, if you like. With this in mind, we have prepared a list of songs that have the famous video attached to it. How many of them can be identified? Take this quiz and find out how many videos you can only memorize in their song titles! Then check your friends' knowledge of the same titles.
It will certainly be fun for everyone. So what are you waiting for? Hum along! How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how to use the right noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the
world works. HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone, from fun quizzes that bring the joy of the day to fascinating photos and fascinating lists. Sometimes we explain how it works, other times, we ask, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! September 3, 2016 4 min
read Opinions expressed by entrepreneurs co-workers are their own. Even the biggest entrepreneurs can fall victim to mental and spiritual fatigue. Stress of deadlines, fear of failure, a barrage of different options and opinions - balance can be difficult to find. Fortunately, Hollywood writers know a little loss of mojo and i
create decades-old stories about those who have chosen to persevere. Here are nine amazing movie clips, backed up by some great melodies to help keep this inspiration high1. Unlimited (2011). Listen to this: Howlin' For You - The Black KeysLimitless makes Bradley Cooper's drug habit look like a legend as he moves
from a depressed author to a confident, unwavering businessman. We don't condone drug use, but the swagger he showed in this clip is very amazing. Ask yourself: Can you achieve more in one day - maybe even in one hour - than you think?2. Start over (2013). Listen to this: A Step You Can't Take Back -- Keira
KnightleyMark Ruffalo -- portraying a newly released A&amp;R exec who bathes in a bourbon -- will see the light of day when he's thrilled with the cynical but talented songwriter played by Keira Knightley. This is the beginning of an uplifting professional relationship that shows how fate and opportunity can sometimes
work in your favor. Related: 7 Motivational Songs for Badass Entrepreneurs Who Hustle Hard3. The Devil Wears Preda (2004). Listen to this: Vogue - MadonnaAnne Hathaway Andrea gets a bumpy start as a fledgling assistant fire-breathing editorial director of a fashion magazine. She has a pretty lumpy shaming
sweater and uppity mates, she pulls off a wardrobe of 180 that dazzles in every office, if not on the catwalk.4. Office Space (1999). Listen to this: Damn It Feels Good To Be A Gangsta - Geto BoysPeter, played by Ron Livingston, is funny when the hypnosis it goes through leads to a professional revelation about
enviable proportions. Universal decency makes it a fantasy of office revenge that we would never play in reality, but it certainly helps when it comes to reducing the heavy workload.5 Legal Blonde (2001). Listen to this: Perfect Day – HokuPeppy Harvard Law student Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) gets the last giggle
when she rises above her mean-spirited peers to give a graduation speech about one important word: passion! Something without which the entrepreneur should never leave the house6. Hangover (2009). Listen to this: Joker and The Thief – WolfmotherFour guys on a bachelor party in Vegas are unlucky – this is until
Zach Galifianakis flexes his kooky mathematical genius. Never give up, especially when the chips (ha!) are down, there's a strong theme here – and stiff chords during joker and the thief shock like electric Red Bull.Related: Get motivated by this music inspired by the latest Jupiter Mission7. Major League (1989)Listen to
this: Wild Thing – TroggsYou doesn't need to like baseball to feel the inviolability of Rick Vaughn's Wild Thing. Charlie Sheen may have imploded from his real life shenanigans, but his MLB character overcomes life to make the idea of winning - even with this hairstyle - look quite tempting.8. Karate Karate Baby it's:
You're The Best Around - Joe EspositoWorld might be a better place if we all listened to Mr. Miyagi. So it's good that you can watch this clip over and over again to see how its advantages of hard work and self-confidence rubbed off on young Daniel. Laziness and doubt are your Cobra Kai - give yourself Banzai! and
then take them down hard. Related: 6 Must-See Motivational Videos on YouTube9. Rocky IV (1985). Listen to this: Hearts on Fire - John CaffertyWhen the giant Russian - who lives by the words I Must Break You - threatens to change your face, you can be as prepared as possible for the impending beating. Rocky's
training regimen in the fourth film is no joke and can simply be the motivational tool you need to take on any daily challenge. Using Windows Movie Maker!!!!!!!!! I made this video without sounds and effects, and I added it all later during editing!!!!!!!!!! Graphic Video - Step #1 Hi Guys! Ive worked on some video game
videos. Any suggestions? -Mario -Mario Kart -Minecraft -Halo (distant future) -Zelda (only short film = P) -?????? -Suggestions welcome below PS I will try to publish behind the scenes instructables Thanx =) Creating animations for video games and creating animations for movies are two different processes. While the
video is to be viewed, video games are about interacting with the user. For this reason, animating video games can be more time consuming. If you're interested in animation techniques, we've collected a comparison of how animations work in video games and movies. Film makers are usually kept at a higher level than
video game artists when it comes to the level of detail that is expected in their works. Game animators need to understand how video game consoles work and often come up with new ways to circumvent technological constraints. Two tasks are different, but one is not easier than the other. Animating video games
Players control what they see on the screen. Interactive objects require multiple animations. Environments are interrelated. 3D environments for movies don't have to be as complete as 3D environments for video games. In movies, animators focus on what's on screen in the field of view. Instead of modeling a full threedimensional room, they worry only about the page that is on the screen. In 3D video games, however, environments must run at a full 360-degree level. Very rarely do you play a game where the general view or first-person view of the character does not cover the full range of motion. Film makers also don't have to
create multiple separate environmental objects that players can interact with. In many cases, video game environments need to be interconnected, at least to some extent. Sometimes this is true in movies (if an open door is part of an environment, something should be side of the door). However, there are ways to get
around it in a movie environment. For example, a static image can be placed in an environment to create the illusion that something is outside the door. It won't work in a video game, however, because of the freedom of movement allowed. Animating for Video Games Limited through the hardware capabilities of
consoles. Repeated tests are required to ensure that the animations are working correctly. Video game animators have a major limitation that filmmakers don't have: the power of the rendering engine in the game console. As you move around the game, the render engine continuously creates output based on camera
angle, character data, and environmental factors in the game. It's almost like rendering a digital video output when creating animations, but with one important difference: digital output has to keep up with the player's input. Therefore, many games have different levels of detail of the model. For example, Final Fantasy VII
on the original PlayStation has three levels of detail: low-detail, highly pixelated models used on world maps. More complicated, but low-quality models used in combat scenes. Very detailed, smooth models used in non-interactive movie scenes. Playable models are less detailed because the PlayStation rendering engine
doesn't have the power it needs to render full details about characters and environments frame by frame, with unpredictable changes and split-second adjustments. While gaming technology has been developing since 1997, animators continue to rely on workarounds due to hardware limitations. This limitation is not as
visible in videos. Fully detailed movie models can be subdued to avoid recording 200 hours of rendering time for five minutes of animation. Film makers work with an open time frame. They can afford to render one frame at a time to get the final result. Animating video game movements depends on the user's input. Each
character and object must be programmed accordingly. Graphic defects are often beyond the artist's control. Another difference is the amount of programming that goes into video game animation, interactivity, and rendering. Because the video is designed to be viewed but not interacted with, inherent programming is
only focused on creating visible results without any input from the user. Models do not have to respond adequately to stimuli because they do not respond to anything. In video games, every action is controlled by the user. Motion sequences are programmed as a response to button inputs. Objects in the environment are
programmed to enact motion sequences in response to user-controlled models. For example, programming an enemy model to perform an attack motion sequence within a specified range Various Artificial Intelligence (AI) (AI) engines designed to control character behavior in the game. AI-controlled characters are able
to learn and store past behaviors in the game's memory. Movie models, on the other hand, only move around and act according to the script. If you want to hack into animation, you will spend a lot of time learning different programs and techniques. Although the animation of the game is technically more complex, this
does not mean that film animation is easier, because quality standards are often higher. There is some crossroads between the two industries. If you start in a movie animation, you will have an easier transition time to the game animation and vice versa. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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